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QCD kT resummation


 

Consider the production process h1 h2 →Z+X



 

We have to resum these large logs to make reliable predictions

Where QT is the transverse momentum, and Q the mass of Z, 
and L = Log[Q2 / QT

2].



C. P. Yuan et al PRD 67, 073016



Energy evolution in TMD factorization
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For the process 

The cross section can be written as 

cos(2ɸ0 )



Zuu and Zcollins satisfy CSS evolution equation

Energy evolution from TMD factorization
In the TMD factorization, at the small transverse momentum region

Ph^

 

/z
By a Fourier transformation

At one-loop order

z2/r=Q2×z2



Substituting the above result into the evolution equation, 
and taking into account the running effects in K

where A=CF äas (m)/p
 

,   B=3/2 äas (m)/p

For perturbative part: 

We have to make a cutoff for the b in Spert

Spert has universality

C0  2   1

C0  2   1




 

For Sudakov factor
There are two parts in the Sudakov factor

Gaussian assumption for the nonperturbative part
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The gq is universal to Drell-Yan, SIDIS, and e+e-→hh
We assume the Q dependence always satisfies CSS equation.



SIDIS 
SIDIS at HERMES

We can get the gq , gh

from the pt distribution
of cross section for SIDIS
and Drell-Yan processes.

Here, these curves are
from our fitting in a trivial
TMD factorization
framework.
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SIDIS at COMPASS, Q2=7.75GeV2, x=0.1



Drell-Yan
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The red line is from S. Mert Aybat and Ted C. Rogers

The black line is from C.P. Yuan and P. Nadolsky
and their collaborators



Collins asymmetries in e+e- →hh+X 
at BELLE and BABAR

The Collins asymmetries is proportional to cos(ɸ1 +ɸ2 ) or cos(2ɸ0 )

A12 A0

Thrust axis




 

Besides Collins effect, the gluon radiation effect also can contribute to the 
term which is proportional to cos(ɸ1 +ɸ2 ) or cos(2ɸ0 )

For BELLE and BABAR, they 
choose Qt < 3.5GeV to suppress
this background.



Firstly, we define: Valence quarks go to pion

Sea quarks go to pion

By a double ratio:

AUL



Similarly, we also can get AUC from the ratio RU/RC

~

~



The data at BELLE (Phys. Rev. D 78, 032011 (2008))



The data at BABAR 
arXiv:1309.5278



The Pt distribution for Collins asymmetries at BABAR

It is an important test for the TMD factorization with 
the Collins function.




 

We will abstract the Collins function by fitting 
these data points.


 

We will choose CSS resummation formulism.


 

And then, we can predict the Collins effect at 
BEPC. 



abstracting Collins functions from BELLE data
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our fitting in a trivial TMD 
factorization framework.

P Sun and F Yuan
Phys.Rev. D88 (2013) 034016

H(z,b,Q0 =2.4GeV)



Test the evolution at BEPC


 

Ec.m. =4.6GeV, di-pion in e+e- annihilation


 
Because of energy evolution effect, It will be 
larger than that at BELLE by a factor 2
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Summary 


 
We studied the Collins effect in the TMD 
factorization formulism.


 

The TMD factorization will lead to a energy 
evolution effect.


 

We can abstract the Collins function from the 
existing data at BELLE and BABAR.


 

Then, we can predict the Collins asymmetry 
at BEPC.


 

The experimental result at BEPC will supply 
an important test for TMD factorization.
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Thank you very much!



Energy Evolution in TMD factorization scheme
Aybat-Collins-Qiu-Rogers, 2011



Q2-dependence


 

Aybat-Prokudin-Rogers, 2011
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Needs a cross check!




 

Collins scheme

This version is much simpler than that of Ji Ma Yuan 




 

Ji Ma Yuan scheme, in SIDIS 

Structure function is

It depends on ρ



In Aybat-Collins-Qiu-Rogers framework

And then

Here gK (b) is gc×b2



In Aybat-Collins-Qiu-Rogers framework

And then

Here gK (b) is gc×b2



Energy evolution 

In our framework

At the leading order of ɑs



Collins asymmetries in SIDIS


 

asd
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Sivers asymmetries in SIDIS

The Sivers effect 
is proportional 
to sin(ɸh -ɸS )



Fit to Sivers asymmetries


 

With the evolution effects taken into account. 


 
Not so large Q difference
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Uncertainties in the Sivers 
functions: moments
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Predictions at RHIC


 

About a factor of 2 reduction, as compared 
to previous order of magnitude difference
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Without energy
evolution
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